A H e a l t h y O u t l o o k !
continued
How to Create a Positive Work Environment
We have all worked in places where we grew to dread getting up in the morning, and a few of us have had the pleasure of working for a boss who makes us feel like we can do anything. Let's take a look at the differences between a positive and a negative work environment.
Signs of a Negative Work Environment
■ The boss is unfriendly. ■ The boss is critical. ■ There is high employee turnover. ■ There is low employee morale. ■ People watch the clock. ■ People don't get much performance feedback.
Signs of a Positive Work Environment
■ The boss demonstrates interest in the employees. ■ The boss has an encouraging attitude. ■ Employees like working there. ■ There is evidence of company pride and loyalty. ■ People know where they stand with their supervisors.
Thousands of books have been written on the subject of managing and motivating people, and as many training seminars are conducted on this subject around the world every day. And yet, it's interesting that even with all of this available information, few companies succeed at creating a positive work environment. Let's see what's involved.
Four Key Skills
Creating a positive work environment is based on the following four key skills: 
Humor in the Workplace
Imagine that you are at work and about to get a cup of coffee from the machine down the hall. You notice that your coworker, Bob, approaches you with a smirk on his face and starts a conversation with the words, "Did you hear the one about the... " You may react in one of two ways. You may be friends with Bob and grin in anticipation of his joke, or you may dread it like hearing about your neighbor's colonoscopy. Lucky for you, Bob had just read up on what is and is not appropriate humor in the workplace. For example, David Granirer, a Vancouver-based psychotherapist and part-time standup comic, outlines four rules that people in the workplace should follow:
Rule #1: Don't make jokes about coworkers' sexuality. People are very uncomfortable with sexual innuendo in a workplace. Your friends may find it hilarious, but unless all the people you work with are close friends you've known for years, leave it at home, because someone is bound to be offended.
Rule #2: Don't make jokes about people's appearance. This is another emotionally charged area, and whether you agree or not, just don't go there.
Rule #3: Avoid jokes about religion, ethnic background, nationality, and sexual orientation.
Rule #4: Avoid jokes about bodily functions. People may be offended.
You may be thinking, where does that leave me? What can I joke about? Mr. Granirer gives a few suggestions:
1. Yourself-your flaws, neuroses and inadequacies. When you make these jokes, people are brought closer to you because they can relate. So far, no one's ever been sued for joking about him or herself.
2.
The situation you all face (i.e., the upcoming meeting, the new reorganization, etc).
3. Personal characteristics in areas of low ego-involvement. Though most people are extremely sensitive about appearance, they're much less invested in other aspects of themselves. For example, poking fun at Peter because he' d rather ski than do paperwork, or Mary because she has a distinctive laugh is relatively safe to do and communicates affection rather than disdain.
And what did Bob have to say?
"There is supposedly someone out there doing exactly the same thing as you at the same time as you. I found out who it was for me and gave them a phone call...but the line was busy". ■ Such signs discourage productivity because they make people feel discouraged, angry, less confident, and stripped of self-esteem. As many as 4 to 6 of every 100 people may have winter SAD. A much smaller number may have summer SAD. Although some children and teenagers get SAD, it usually doesn't affect people younger than 20.
Common symptoms of winter SAD include feelings of hopelessness and sadness, thoughts of suicide, weight gain, a heavy feeling in the arms or legs, a drop in energy levels, and irritability. Symptoms of the summer SAD include poor appetite, weight loss, insomnia, and anxiety. Treatment ■ Light therapy. This is the main treatment for many people with winter SAD. Light therapy involves sitting a few feet from a special lamp that' s 10 to 20 times brighter than ordinary indoor lights for 30 minutes or more each day, usually in the morning. You can do activities, such as reading or eating breakfast, while sitting in front of the light.
Light therapy is easy to administer and has relatively few side effects. Nearly 70 percent of people experience a reduction of their symptoms from daily light therapy, and about 50 percent experience remission while undergoing light therapy. Light therapy needs to be done daily until springtime, when the sun shines for a longer period during the day. Lights from tanning beds cannot be used for light therapy, because tanning beds use potentially damaging ultraviolet light. The duration of treatment with medications varies. If you have a history of SAD, your doctor may suggest you start medication before the time your signs and symptoms usually develop and continue the medication beyond the time the signs and symptoms usually abate. This may be from the middle of fall to the middle of spring. If you have a double depression, in which an underlying depression is complicated during the winter by SAD, your doctor may prescribe treatment with medication for a longer period. ■ Psychotherapy. Psychotherapy helps you identify and modify negative thoughts and behaviors that may influence signs and symptoms of SAD. You and your psychiatrist or therapist may also discuss ways to reduce stress in your life.
Coping skills
You can do things on your own to help you cope with seasonal depression. The following suggestions may help you better manage SAD:
■ Increase the amount of light in your home. Open blinds, add skylights and trim tree branches that block sunlight. ■ Get outside. Walk outdoors on sunny days, even during winter. ■ Exercise regularly. Physical exercise helps relieve stress and anxiety, which can accentuate SAD. Being more fit can make you feel better about yourself.
■ Find ways to relax. Learn how to better manage stress.
■ Take a trip. If possible, take winter vacations in sunny, warm locations for winter SAD, or cooler locations for summer SAD.
If you think you might have SAD, either the summer or winter version, you might consider talking to your doctor about it, or, call EAP and schedule an appointment with a counselor. We can help you assess your symptoms and suggest next steps. ■
